Attack and
Penetration Services

There’s truth to the saying, “you’re only as strong as your weakest link.” Using our
sophisticated tools and deep bench of security experts, threat researchers, and intelligence
engineers, we can help you discover and mitigate breakdowns in your security infrastructure.

Breach Probability Analysis
Trapp Technology’s security researchers and practitioners have
years of penetration and attack testing experience. We routinely
assist organizations with assessing policies, procedures and the
human element of complex systems. As part of our commitment
to quality and client service, we deliver detailed documentation of
our findings along with actionable recommendations to eliminate
problems now and in the future.
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Policy
Consulting

Advisement and
Education

How is a probable threat determined?
• Identify business assets
• Determine business positive and
negative valuations
• Classify attackers’ likely motive
• Evaluate comparable attacks by
organization type and industry
• Weigh against latest dark market data

Risk
Management

Mitigation
Oversight

Reveal Weaknesses to Harden Security
and Protect Your Assets

Trapp Technology
Advantage
TRUSTED EXPERTISE

Vulnerability Assessment

Trapp Technology’s security
professionals have the
technology skills and business
savvy that address security
vulnerabilities, manage risk,
and allocate resources.

Bring your vulnerabilities to light – before they’re discovered by
the dark web. Paired with recommendations for remediation,
our experts evaluate your entire environment, or specific
systems, for critical vulnerabilities.
•
•
•
•

Public Information Profile
Vulnerability Scan
Wireless Security Assessment
Voice Over IP Assessment

PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGY
Armed with our knowledge
of industry-leading best
practices, Trapp Technology’s
helps you stay ahead of
business-relevant threats.

Penetration Testing
By copying the actions of your potential attacker, we help to
identify gaps in your current security posture, and provide
detailed and prioritized recommendations for remediation.

VALUED PARTNERSHIP

Our team of elite security experts will:

When we call ourselves your
partner, we take it to heart. Our
clients gain access to our deep
bench of experts that fill in the
skill, bandwidth, or resource
gaps in your team.

• Uncover exposures and vulnerability in your technologies,
processes, and people
• Devise a prioritized remediation plan to minimize your
attack surface
• Lower your risk of infiltration and build confidence in your
ability to detect, respond, and prevent intrusion

CUSTOMER CENTRIC
Agents available 24/7/365
across multiple channels in
over 80 languages – our global
reach instills confidence.

Phishing Testing
Phishing victims are likely to encounter banking trojans, adware,
or credential theft attempts at the other end of an unfortunate
click. Our tools and experts will:
• Evaluate your organization’s ability to identify a phishing scam
• Pinpoint weaknesses and recommend action plan
• Supply leadership and management with education action
plan for ongoing training

To learn more about Trapp Technology’s Attack and Penetration Services,
contact a Trapp Technology representative at
sales@trapptechnology.com • 877.942.2568 • trapptechnology.com
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